
Microsoft® Student Store 

Terms and Conditions 

Microsoft offers certain discounts on software, hardware and other items to eligible students, 

faculty and staff (the “Eligible Students,” as defined below) in connection with its Student Store 

(the “Program”). The Program, which specifically includes any offers made in connection with the 

Program, is offered to Eligible Students subject to the following terms and conditions (the 

“Terms”). By participating in the Program and taking advantage of Program offers, you represent 

that you are an Eligible Student and acknowledge and agree to be bound by these Terms. To the 

extent not varied by these Terms, all other Microsoft Store purchase terms, including without 

limitation return policies and Terms of Use and Sale, will apply to purchases made through the 

Program. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Eligible Students may take advantage of Program offers and purchase products from the Microsoft 

Student Surface website at https://www.surfacestudent.com/ (the “Offer Site”). 

PROGRAM AND OFFER DURATION 

The Program is valid is from 15 August 2017 through 30 June 2019 (“the Program Term”). 

Microsoft reserves the right to terminate, cancel or otherwise change the Program and these 

Terms at any time and for any reason. Microsoft also reserves the right to terminate, cancel or 

otherwise change any specific offer made through or in connection with the Program at any time 

and for any reason. 

PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

This Program is available only to individuals who meet the criteria described below (the “Eligible 

Students”): You must be a full or part time enrolled university or college student at an eligible 

accredited educational institution located in one of Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, or Korea 

“Territory” and must be able to provide proof of enrolment to Microsoft or its appointed vendor 

upon request. You must be a current student to be eligible. 

You must successfully verify your eligibility status by visiting the Offer Site to register for the 

Program. During registration, you will be asked to provide the education email address issued 

through your institution. Following verification of your eligibility through the Offer Site’s online 

academic verification process, you will receive an email from Microsoft containing your unique 

offer code. 

You may redeem your offer code through an in-store purchase. You will be required to present 

your unique offer code together with current picture identification issued by a college or university 

located within the Territory. On-line offer code redemption is only available in Singapore. 

https://www.surfacestudent.com/


You must have a Microsoft account or create one at the time of purchase.  

If you participate in the Program, Microsoft reserves the right to contact you directly or through 

an appointed Microsoft vendor to verify that you are an Eligible Student. If you choose not to 

provide sufficient documentation to Microsoft or its appointed vendor that verifies that you are 

an Eligible Student, you agree to reimburse Microsoft for the difference between what you paid 

in connection with a discounted Program offer and the estimated full retail price of the same 

product(s). Microsoft will have sole discretion to determine the sufficiency of any documentation 

that you provide to verify you are an Eligible Student. By providing eligibility-related information 

to Microsoft’s appointed vendor, you agree that the vendor may share such information with 

Microsoft for Program-related purposes.  

Microsoft, in its sole discretion, may accept other forms of validation to determine eligibility in 

lieu of the online academic verification process. Microsoft, in its sole discretion, may determine 

the criteria for eligibility under the Program and may change the eligibility criteria or deny 

eligibility at any time and for any reason. 

PURCHASE LIMITATIONS 

Discounted Hardware and Other Items: 

You are only entitled to purchase one Surface Pro device during the Program Term. This Program 

may not be combined with any other offer. 


